Assignment 1

1. Write the accounts of Directors' BDT.
   a. BDT
   b. BBD
   c. Director
   d. BD
   e. Director's BDT

2. What are the becoming systematic control?
   a. Internal control
   b. Financial control
   c. Check control
   d. External control
   e. Bank control

3. What is the definition of a company?
   a. Organization
   b. Corporation
   c. Limited
   d. Partnership
   e. Company

4. Which country's manager is an owner of shares rented?
   a. USA
   b. Canada
   c. India
   d. Germany
   e. Japan

5. How much is the holding company's share of stock that it owns?
   a. 5%
   b. 10%
   c. 15%
   d. 20%
   e. 25%

6. How much does the holding company's share of stock that it owns?
   a. 5%
   b. 10%
   c. 15%
   d. 20%
   e. 25%

7. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
   a. Toshiba
   b. Hitachi
   c. Fuji
   d. Sony
   e. Panasonic

8. Which share of stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
   a. Toshiba
   b. Hitachi
   c. Fuji
   d. Sony
   e. Panasonic

9. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
   a. Toshiba
   b. Hitachi
   c. Fuji
   d. Sony
   e. Panasonic

10. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

11. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

12. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

13. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

14. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

15. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

16. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

17. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

18. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

19. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

20. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

21. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

22. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

23. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

24. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

25. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

26. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

27. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

28. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

29. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

30. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

31. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

32. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

33. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

34. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

35. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

36. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

37. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

38. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

39. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

40. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

41. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

42. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

43. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

44. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

45. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

46. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

47. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

48. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

49. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

50. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

51. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

52. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

53. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

54. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

55. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

56. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

57. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

58. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

59. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic

60. Which stock and common shares have the highest amount of cash from the holding company?
    a. Toshiba
    b. Hitachi
    c. Fuji
    d. Sony
    e. Panasonic